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Programmed TV Instruction in a Foreign Language

Juan Estarelles

The teaching of Foreign Languages involves different problems today.

Perhaps among the most important and more crucial and pressing problems

are overcrowded classrooms and language teaching materials based on

dull drills which are an insult to the intellectual capacities of the

students. in some ways programmed instruction is the solution to this

problem. Unfortunately, as Professor Carroll points out, many of these

programs in foreign languages are inefficient.) It is true that a

great number of the programs in foreign languages on the market today

are limited in the skills and competence of their terminal behavior

and, cue to this fact, in general many of them are not practical for

school use. In many of the programs there are still confusing views

and data as to whether they are feasible for total selE-instruction.

Nhile some programmers seem to believe that total self-instruction is

possible, others tend to believe that it is only partially possible.

Student reactions and progress apparently varied according to the

different programs and programmers. While Marty reported that his

students missed the teacher,2 Saltzman reported that his students

attained competence faster in his program than they did in ordinary

academic work. 3 14y on experience in programming has been that

students can learn from programmed materials as much or more so than

they do in an ordinary course.:

Lfter several years of experimentation and research one reaches

the conclusion that there is still very little definite data in
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programmed instruction in foreign languages and that the success of a

program and whether it can be used in total self-instruction depends

mainly on two aspects: 1) the materials, 2) the medium or machine

used to communicate these materials to the students. 1 great deal of

the pitfalls of programmed instruction in foreign languages have been

that the behavior required from the student is, from the outset to

the end, a behavior which is not well related to the actual, process of

language or to the normal verbal communication among human beings.

Uhether a book or an audio-tape is the source, the behavior demanded

of the student has been unrealistic for him.

In search for a medium and a process which would give the student

a more realistic learning situation in which the very process of

language could be related to the purpose of language, I began to

experiment some time ago with different machines which would give him

visual as well as audio stimuli. Ls a matter of ac, in the foreign

language field there have been almost as many attempts to develop

audio-visual machines and courses as there have been to develop

programmed instruction materials. There have been many edicators

aware of this fact. Yet, in spite of this search for audio - visual

teaching machines and development of audio-visual courses, the paten

tielities of a machine very familiar to everyone, namely television,,

have been neglected in programmed instruction. It was about four
%

years ago at the Language Institute of the University of Hartf_A

that / began to think about the potentialities of TV for self-instrucw

tional purposes. Television as a self-instructional teaching =chins
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offers possibilities uniq e in many respects; it can relate language

to experience and action, it offers the student a face- to-face

relationship, and it is easy to program. Unfortunately its possibil-

ities have not been fully explored up to this time. In his survey on

the subject o instructional TV, J. R. Reid,5 bemocns the lack of

experimentation with combination of TV presentations and programmed

learning and points out to the future in this direction. But so far

the most extensive use of TV is in conventional TV and conventional

classroom instructive. It is perhaps for this reason that Professor

Elton Hocking, in his work tovthajeatej.......4LataboratoranceLearj.g,lin

states that he continues to be unimpressed with language teaching by

TV6 There is very little data on the potentialities of TV as a self-

instructional machine whether in closed circuit or broadcast. Among

the pioneers Gerald Remark of the System Development Corporation, in

his "Design for Teaching Foreign Languages Using rramatic Motion Pictures

and Programmed Learning Paterials,a started a trend in foreign languages.

Lately, Stanley K. Gryde in "The Feasibility of Programmed Television

Instruction"8 describes the possibilities of this particular applica-

tion in other curricular fields. There is a tremendous field to explore

with unlimited possibilities for the programmer an' for the student.

It has been said that TV instruction is difficult and too expen-

sive.
9

In our research in programmed TV instruction our team found

that programming TV was not ,Ificult, nor was it expensive. One major

difficulty however, was dell-pacing. This problem was solved in the

Ludioi400 Language Laboratory which tie designed for Florida Atlantic
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Untversitys Boca Eaton* Florida. 1° In this laboratory) student booths

have individual TV receivers which they control through a dial system.

The student has at the point of his fingers X number of video sources

or channels. Thus the student from his dial can select a progrsms stop

it if he yenta to review its or move to another channel if he wants to

yo faster.

This control of the machine and the giving to the student random

access for retrieval of programa was the first major ctep in solving

programmed television instruction. The second step was the development

of programs. An example of how these programs developed is my own

courses &wit Syntactic structures: ihSelf-Instructionsl Video

Course. This course is diviL:ed into Tasks, the Tacks are divided into

Levels, and the Levels are clived into Problems. The Probloms are

divided into frames. The technique used in the program is linear.

The student muet react to the stimulus frame. Time is given to respond

orally or in writing. Then the response frame appearos and the student

sees and hears the correct response and repeats it.

The course begins with pronunciation and writing which is Task 1.

Tack 2 is really the syntactic c trucLures. Level I deals with noun 4

phrases, position of nouns and their gender and number. Levels 2 and

." deal with the determiners. ?roblem 1 of Level II for instance deals

with the determiners el loc un lailas,
tat information panel is presented to the student with these

ceterisiners and an explanation. Next he moves into other frames like

the following one:



Nialmissworrimaramissisw

Level 2. Problem 1
:Alma 1

- 3

el
los
la

las

The student has to zive c response to this Irams pelestins the

correct determiner. The next frame :Imes him the correct response,

for instance:

Level 2.
i 'frame 2

Problem 1

lie :peg throe,* a series of frames like this, then the determiners

face may, and he is liven on17 the picture ant: the noun referrin.3 to

the picture, and he must supply the appropriate determiner, for

instance:



Level 2. Prelem 1
rrame

The next frame reinforces the response:

Level 2. Pro";lem 1

Frame 7

la mujer

Ilext in this proLlam tu oral and written stimulus with a picture

app2ars. For instance:

Level 2. Pro-Jam 1
:frame 12

011
J,

son peqbeaos.

(In this type of frame the student has already seen the item at least
three times before he is askeC to produce it.)
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He must produce the whole noun phrase referring to the picture.

Lgain the next frame reinforces the student's response:

Level 2. Problem 1.
'rama 13.

Losirelloec con pequeaos.

MIIMMI4011110

In this way the program proceeds to all the ':eterminers: eas, esep

aquel, nuestro, magga5 mi, 112., un, with all their morphological varia-

tions. Different cues are uce for these determiners such as a hand

touchiru; something for este. later a group of determiners, there is a

review on the form o2 the dettorminers. or instance, a frame asks:

Level 2. Prailem
'frame 1

&El niao?

410101.1111110

The student must respond referring to the picture with the proper

form of the determiner aet noun. The next frame dives the correct

response:



Level 2.
lrade 2.

rio nifias

4111011.

ix he proceeds there are other review pro:lems on the form and

meaning of the determiner. Zero the student not,onl: must give a

transformation on the determiner :Jut on the meaning o2 the determiner.

or instance, to the stimulus:

Level 2. Problem 6
:?rams 5.

' :0 4. X.1:450e.P:.:.0.-.0.-.;.; ?Aa r. V' 'V..". . .0 . .0.

lLquel reloj?

01110111=a1Milliwwwriimems, ,./../m/mnamosas./...111111L

%IR

He has to give an ancuer using the proper form am: meaning of the

eeterminer descri:I.: the picture and the noun. :hug, the response is:



Level 2. Pro,lem 6.
::Tame 6.

... ..
1Io, este 12AL:'7 0

Thua the program moves to other levels ane problems. Descriptive

adjectives, subject personal pronouns, verbs, etc., are tau3ht in this

my. This teaches the student structural relationships as they relate

to languaA behavior and experience. There are eifferent kinds of

levels pro:Aems, and types of frames. Some are pattern transformation,

others are su'ostitution of structures or verbal units in relation to

experience, and some are practice frames. Althouch some might fit into

more than one catagory, they all aim towards a specific gradual shaping

of the terminal behavior. All problems have explicit instructions for

the student. The folloain3 frame shows one pro")lem foaling with des-

criptive adjectives:

Level 5. Problem 5.
'A.ame 15.

1111111MMIWMil

4Es un examen diftcil?
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The student must respond according to the cue in the picture. The

correct response is in the next frame:

Level 5. ProUem 5.
Yframe 16 ap"

No, mi examen es flail.

Mich involves a change of determiner and "escriptive adjective.

Uith verbs, for instance, the program :mes to a series of frames

practicin; the conju,ation, then moves into a pro,lem is which there

is a practice with the meanie;;; of the verbs, for instance:

aollINsoldimlnramMINIIN

Level 9. 2ro,lem 3.
2rame 12. $.

The next reinforcing frame:

grabaja Uercedes en la cocina?

"Immil



Level 9. ProLlem 3.
'2rame 13. 9

A11111111111.1.1.0..
01111111.111114.

Vo. Mercedes no traba'a en la

cocina. Canta en la concina.

prom these types of frames the program moves to complex situations

in which the student has a conversation with the or there are stories

on pictures in which the student is asked questions and has to answer

them, asks questions and receives answers. The :terminal behavior of

this course is taken from the cveraae objectives of a first-year

course in college. The basic s'Alls taught are listening, speaking,

reading, and writing. The process is purely sel:!-inszructional.

Vocabulary and structures are presented in a pro,resAve related 'ray

of constant review of actual use with self-evaluation tests at the

end of each level. Student:: are told not to proceed they

achieve sufficient mastery. In time, we have pravidp(7'. for the students

to evaluate themselves, Le 3raded by the computer, and cold not to

proceed until a satisfactory performance is achieved.
12 The sequence

of verbal units used in the program to control and develop the verbal

behavior of the learner in the target lanaua;e is :.aced on psycholinguistic

theories and research. These theories were explained in other papers12

a.out proarammina, languaaes, and lanauaae laboratories.
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The program contains approximately 6,000 frames. The procedure

used to videotape was as follows: The drawings were made into 2 by 2

transparencies which were place,: into two Spindler Sauppe projectors

and were projected into a vidicon camera. This source was recorded

on an Lmpex VEA500 video tape recorder which serves also as a source

in the language laboratory, Mile we did not use live persons in some

parts of the program, the voices, a man and a woman, were introduced on

camera at the beginning of each problem so that the students could

iCentify with them. Live persons arc introduced in conversation

problems for easier transfer, an R.C.A. TM60 4 1/2 inch image

orthiCon camera, and conversation is conducted in the following

manner: L. person points to a projected situation, for instance, a

lad: swimming in a wide swimming pool, and says, "Yo zesso en este

rio estrecho. EY mi. 251443" The student is given a pause to answer,

then the correct frame appears with a second person tal,king to the

first person, saying "Su es osa. n_ ada en este pieeina pncha," and

indicating the slide. Stories are told a series of short animated

pictures with a voice and written cautions explaining the story. Then

the pictures appear again, and questions (written and oral) dre asked

about the stories by an individual. The student is given a pause to

answer, and then the correct frames appear (written and oral).

The program frames were developed by a team of graduate students

and faculty ummers of the Department of Langua:As and Linguistics,

the technical staff of Learning Resources assisted in the TV Production.

The purpose behind the project was to learn more about self-instructional
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uses of foreign languages and to develop this type of course to teach

all our basic skill level courseg in this manner. At this moment the

program is in its fora attve stage and VG are using it with experimental

groups to get feedback and evaluation. There is a textbook containing

all the visuals which was used as the script for the program; however,

students using the TV program do not need the book except for writing@

This textbook uses only 2nglish for the instructions. It can be used

also with audio tapes for those who do not have video. We are investi-

gating different ways of approach with the experimental students such as

come students doing the written work first and then the oral part;

others doing the oral part first and then the written part. Next year

tie intend to do a large evaluation to measure student reactions;

latency, meaning, retenaou, etc., as compared with a control group

using the same items but taught through drills and an instructor.

In doing this program we are discovering the tremendous possi-

bilities that TV offers as a self-instructional machine, and we are

confident that, thanks to this medium, the days of total self-instruc-

tion are nearer.
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